
How objetive is objetive Bayesianism � and how Bayesian?Olle HäggströmThe dust jaket of Jon Williamson's In Defene of Objetive Bayesianismis dominated by an ingenious drawing by early 20th entury artist WilliamHeath Robinson that beautifully illustrates the seond word of the book'stitle. From there, the book goes quikly downhill, never to reover.Objetive Bayesianism, in Williamson's view, is an epistemology whihpresribes that the degrees to whih we believe various propositions shouldbe(a) probabilities,(b) alibrated by evidene, and() otherwise as equally distributed as possible among basi outomes.The task Williamson sets himself is, as the title suggests, to defend the ideathat this is the right epistemology to guide how we aquire and aumulateknowledge, espeially in siene. This makes the book primarily a ontribu-tion to the philosophy of siene rather than to mathematis, even thoughmathematial formalism � espeially propositional and prediate logi, en-tropy alulations and probability � pervades it. The author masters suhformalism fairly well, apart from the oasional lapse (suh as when, on p34, he implies that a dense subset of the unit interval must be unountable).Among the proposed requirements (a), (b) and () on the extent to whihwe should believe various propositions, (b) strikes me as the least trouble-some (it would probably take a theologist to dissent from the idea thatevidene should onstrain and guide our beliefs), while (a) seems more opento ontroversy but not obviously wrong. I have more trouble with the �nalrequirement () about equivoation between di�erent outomes.Given that we aept the premise (a) about expressing degrees of be-lief in terms of probabilities, surely an unbiased thinker should follow () inspreading his belief uniformly over the possible outomes, unless onstrainedotherwise by evidene? This may seem ompelling, until we examine someexamples. Williamson is aware of the mathematial obstales to de�ning uni-form distribution on various in�nite sets, but seems unaware of how poorlyassumptions of uniform distribution may perform even in �nite situations.Consider the following image analysis situation. Suppose we have a very�ne-grained image with 106 × 106 pixels, eah of whih an take value blak1



or white. The set of possible images then has 210
12 elements. Suppose thatwe assign the same probability 1/210

12 to eah element. This is tantamountto assuming that eah pixel, independently of all others, is blak or whitewith probability 1/2 eah. Standard probability estimates show that withoverwhelming probability, the image will, as far as the naked eye an tell,be uniformly grey. In fat, the onvition of uniform greyness is so strongthat even if, say, we split the image in four equally sized quadrants andondition on the event that the �rst three quadrants are pure blak, we arestill overwhelmingly onvined that the fourth quadrant will turn out grey.In pratie, this an hardly be alled unbiased or objetive.Intelligent design proponent William Dembski (2002) makes a very sim-ilar mistake in his attempt to establish the unfeasibility of Darwinian evo-lution by appealing to the so-alled no free lunh theorems. In doing so,he impliitly assumes that the �tness landsape (a funtion whih desribeshow �t for reprodution an organism with a given genome is) is randomlyhosen from a large but �nite set of possible suh landsapes with a similarprodut struture as in the image example. Just as the uniform prior inthe image example assigns probability very lose to 1 to the event that theimage is just grey, the uniform prior in the biology example assigns proba-bility very lose to 1 to the (biologially ompletely unrealisti) event thatthe �tness landsape is entirely unstrutured. See Häggström (2007) for amore detailed disussion.These examples show that the term �objetive� for the habit of preferinguniform distributions whenever possible is about as suitable as the term�objetivist� for someone who favors the night wathman state and who hasread and memorized Atlas Shrugged.At this point, a defender of uniform distributions might suggest that thereason why requirement () an lead so badly wrong in these examples is theextremely large state spaes on whih uniform distribution is applied. Solet's look at an example with a smaller state spae, with just 2 elements. Inhis �rst hapter, Williamson desribes a situation where a physiian needsto judge the probability that a given patient has a given disease S. All thephysiian knows is that there is sienti� evidene that the probability thata patient with the given symptoms atually has disease S is somewhere inthe interval [0.1, 0.4]. Williamson's suggestion is that the physiian shouldsettle for P (ill) = 0.4, beause this is as lose as he an get to uniformdistribution (0.5, 0.5) on the spae {ill,healthy} under the onstraint givenby the sienti� evidene.I must admit �rst thinking that the author was joking in suggesting suhan inferene, but no, further reading reveals that he is dead serious about2



it. Rather than giving the whole list of objetions that ome to my mind,let me restrit to one of them: what Williamson himself alls language de-pendene. Let us suppose that we re�ne the rude language whih onlyadmits the two possible states �ill� and �healthy� to aount for the fatthat a healthy person an be either suseptible or immune, so that the statespae beomes {ill, susceptible, immune}, and Williamson's favored estimategoes down from P (ill) = 0.4 to P (ill) = 1/3. By further linguisti re�ne-ment (suh as distinguishing between �moderately ill�, �somewhat more ill�,�very ill� and �terminally ill�), we an make P (ill) land anywhere we wish in
[0.1, 0.4]. How's that for objetivity?Williamson is aware of the language dependene problem and devotesSetion 9.2 of his book to it. His answer is that one's language has evolvedfor usefulness in desribing the world, and may therefore itself onstituteevidene for what the world is like. �For example, having dozens of words forsnow in one's language says something about the environment in whih onelives; if one is going to equivoate about the weather tomorrow, it is betterto equivoate between the basi states de�nable in one's own language thanin some arbitrary other language� (Williamson, p 156�157). This argumentis feeble, akin to noting that all sorts of dreams and prejudies we may haveare a�eted by what the world is like, and suggesting that we an thereforehappily and unproblematially plug them into the inferene mahinery.So muh for requirement () about equivoation; let me move on. Con-erning requirement (a) that our degrees of beliefs should be probabilities,let me just mention that Williamson attahes muh signi�ane to so-alledDuth book arguments. These go as follows. For a proposition θ, de�ne mybelief p(θ) as the number p with the property that I am willing to enter abet where I reeive $a(1− p) if θ but pay $ap if ¬θ � regardless of whether ais positive or negative. Leaving aside the issues of existene and uniquenessof suh a p, it turns out that I am invulnerable to the possibility of a Duthbook � de�ned as a olletion of bets whose total e�et is that I lose moneyno matter what � if and only if my beliefs satisfy the axioms of probability.Let me �nally disuss requirement (b) that beliefs should be alibrated byevidene. This, as mentinoned above, is in itself pretty muh unontroversial;the real issue is how this alibration should go about. Here, when reading thebook, I was in for a big surprise. Having spent the last ouple of deades inthe statistis ommunity, I am used to onsidering the essene of Bayesianismto be what Williamson alls Bayesian onditionalization: given my priordistribution (olletion of beliefs), my reation to evidene is to form myposterior distribution by onditioning the prior distribution on the evidene.Not so in Williamson's �objetive Bayesianism�! His favored proedure for3



obtaining the posterior distribution is instead to �nd the maximum entropydistribution among all those that are onsistent with the evidene.This is espeially surprising given the signi�ane that Williamson at-tahes to Duth book arguments, beause it is known that if the way I up-date my beliefs in the light of evidene deviates from what is onsistent withBayesian onditionalization, then I am suseptible a Duth book in whihsome of the bets are made before the evidene is revealed, and some after(Teller, 1973). Even more surprisingly, it turns out that Williamson knowsthis. How, then, does he handle this blatant inonsisteny in his arguments?At this point he opts for an attempt to ast doubt on the use of sequentialDuth book arguments. On p 85 he laims thatin ertain situations one an Duth book anyone who hangestheir degrees of belief at all, regardless of whether or not theyhange them by onditionalization. Thus, avoidane of Duthbook is a lousy riterion for deiding on an update rule.Here emphasis is from the original, but I would have preferred if Willimanson,for larity, had instead hosen to emphasize the words �in ertain situations�.The fore of his argument obviously hinges on what these situations are.The answer: �Suppose it is generally known that you will be presented withevidene that does not ount against θ, so that your degree of belief in θwill not derease� (Williamson, p 85). Here it must be assumed that by�generally known� he means �generally known by everyone but the agent�,beause as a Bayesian onditionalizer I would never �nd myself in a situationwhere I know beforehand in whih diretion my update will go, beause thenI would already have adjusted my belief in that diretion. So what he'satually referring to is a situation where the Duth bookmaker has aess toevidene that I lak. A typial senario would be the following. I have ertainbeliefs about how the football game Arsenal vs Real Madrid will end, and setmy probabilities aordingly. Now, unbeknownst to me (who was onfusedabout the game's starting time), the �rst half of the game has already beenplayed, and Arsenal is down 0-3. The Duth bookmaker approahes me fora bet, then reveals what happened in the �rst half, and o�ers a seond bet.Well, of ourse he an srew me over in suh a situation! But if we allow theDuth bookmaker to peek at evidene that is urrently unavailable to me,then we might just as well let him see the whole math in advane, in whihase he ould easily empty my wallet without even the need for a sequentialbetting proedure.Hene, what Williamson's intended redutio shows is not that sequentialDuth book arguments should be avoided, but rather that we must insist on4



Duth bookmakers not having aess to evidene that the agent laks. If wedo so, it follows from a straightforward martingale argument that an agentwho stiks to Bayesian onditionalization is immune to sequential Duthbooks with a bounded number of stages.Duth books aside, there is pratially no end to the silliness of theauthor's further arguments for why his maximum entropy method is superiorto Bayesian onditionalization. On p 80, he o�ers the following example.Suppose A is `Peterson is a Swede', B is `Peterson is a Norwe-gian', C is `Peterson is a Sandinavian', and ε is '80% of allSandinavians are Swedes'. Initially, the agent sets PE(A) = 0.2,
PE(B) = 0.8, PE (C) = 1, PE(ε) = 0, 2 and PE(A ∧ ε) = PE (B ∧
ε) = 0.1. All these degrees of belief satisfy the norms of subje-tivism. Updating by [maximum entropy℄ on learning ε, the agentbelieves that Peterson is a Swede to degree 0.8, whih seems quiteright. On the other hand, updating by onditionalization on εleads to a degree of belief of 0.5 that Peterson is a Swede, whihis quite wrong.Here Williamson obviously thinks the evidene ε onstrains the probabilityof A to be preisely 0.8. This is plain false � unless we rede�ne C to saysomething like �Peterson was sent to us via some mehanism that piks aSandinavian at random aording to uniform distribution, and we haveabsolutely no other information about how he speaks, how he dresses, oranything else that may give a lue regarding his nationality�. But this is nothow the problem was posed.Suppose however for the sake of the argument that ε does have the onse-quene that Williamson laims. Then in fat the hoie of prior is inoherent,beause PE (A ∧ ε) = PE (B ∧ ε) = 1

2
PE (ε) means that given ε, the odds forPeterson being Swedish or Norwegian are �fty-�fty. Hene, this argument ofWilliamson against Bayesian onditionalization arries about as muh foreas if I would make the following argument against his objetive Bayesianism:�Suppose that, in the ourse of working out his maximum entropy updating,Williamson assumes that x < 3 and that x = 5. This obviously leads to aontradition, so there must be something �shy about objetive Bayesian-ism.�I ould go on and on about the weaknesses of Williamson's ase for his petepistemology, but this review has already grown too long, so I'll just �nishby pointing to one more ruial issue. Namely, exatly how does evidenelead to onstraints on what is reasonable to believe � onstraints that serveas boundary onditions in the entropy maximization proedure that follows5



next. Williamson tends to treat this step as a blak box, whih seems tome very muh like begging the issue. For instane, on p 83 he disusseswhat to expet of the 101th raven if we've already seen 100 blak ravens �will it be blak or non-blak? Unonstrained entropy maximization yieldsthe distribution (0.5, 0.5) on {blak, non-blak}, but Williamson rejets this,laiming that the evidene onstrains P (black) to be lose to 1. And thenthis: �Exatly how this last onstraint is to be made preise is a questionof statistial inferene � the details need not worry us here� (Williamson, p83). An author who wishes to promote some partiular philosophy of sienebut has no more than this to say about the entral problem of indution hasa long way to go. In his �nal hapter, Williamson does admit that �thereis plenty on the agenda for those wishing to ontribute to the objetiveBayesian researh programme� (p 163). To this, I would add that they faean upphill struggle.ReferenesDembski, W. (2002) No Free Lunh: Why Spei�ed Complexity Cannot Be Pur-hased without Intelligene, Roman & Little�eld, Lanham, MA.Häggström, O. (2007) Intelligent design and the NFL theorems, Biology and Phi-losophy 22, 217�230.Teller, P. (1973) Conditionalization and observation, Synthese 26, 218�258.Williamson, J. (2010) In Defense of Objetive Bayesianism, Oxford UniversityPress.
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